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Two options for changing the distribution of spent nuclear fuel due to the possible destruction of the cladding of fuel

rods, which causes a change in radiation outside the cask, are considered for VSC-24 casks used for storage of spent

nuclear fuel by the dry method. The effect of height reduction due to the destruction of the fuel rods of all 24 SFAs

and 10 central SFAs on external radiation is studied analytically and by numerical modeling in the MCNP package.

The destruction of 24 SFA is shown to lead to a significant decrease in the dose rate of neutrons and gamma-radiation

from 60Co on the weather lid of the cask, and of gamma-radiation from SNF isotopes at the mid-height of the side

surface of the cask. The destruction of the ten central SFAs can be determined only from a change in the neutron

radiation in the air inlets of the cask.

PACS: 28.41.Ak, 28.41.Kw, 28.41.Qb, 28.41.Te

1. INTRODUCTION

The spent nuclear fuel (SNF) management and re-
cycling is one of the urgent problems of up-to-date
atomic power engineering. Currently, the delayed in-
terim SNF storage by dry method for the period up
to fifty years or more is employed in most of the coun-
tries, which operate nuclear power plants (NPPs).
The technology of storage in casks with SNF cool-
ing by naturally convected ambient air is the most
widely used one. The spent fuel is loaded into metal
baskets filled with inert gas, and these baskets are
placed in a shielding concrete or metal cask. The
massive thick-walled structure of the cask body pro-
vides, first of all, radiation shielding, and also pre-
vents the basket from the mechanical damages un-
der probable external actions. The SNF, loaded into
the basket, generates a significant amount of heat in-
duced by the decay of fission products and actinides.
This heat is vented by natural convection of the am-
bient air, which enters the vent holes of the cask and
flows around the basket surface. In this case there
are some restrictions on heat release for different cask
designs, which depend on the number of spent fuel as-
semblies (SFA), burnup, and SNF cooling time. As a
rule, the heat release power of one SFA of WWER-
type reactor is 1 kW for SNF with the burnup level of
35...45 MW·day/kgU and cooling time for more than
5 years [1]. Such a restriction provides the tempera-
ture ≈300◦C inside the basket filled with SFA under
normal operation for various cask designs [2]. Since
the SNF storage is a long term process, intended for

decades, and the heat release decreases with time
rather slowly, then SFAs are stored for a long time
at relatively high temperatures. At SNF long-term
storage, the destruction of both the fuel rod claddings
and the SFA spacing fence is possible with the sub-
sequent SNF spilling out to the bottom of the sealed
storage basket. Chemical and thermal interaction of
SNF with the metal (steel) of the basket can destroy
the latter, what can cause the release of radionuclides
into the environment. At present, there are no tech-
niques for monitoring the possible destruction of the
claddings with subsequent SNF spilling to the bottom
of the storage basket. Monitoring the temperature of
the air, that leaves the cask, and comparing it with
the ambient temperature do not make it possible to
determine the variation in the geometric configura-
tion of the heat source, as long as it depends on the
heat release of the entire SNF volume [5]. Also, there
are no methods, based on other physical principles,
for monitoring the possible fuel rod cladding destruc-
tion with a subsequent SNF spilling out.

The objective of the present paper is to study
the external radiation characteristics at the change of
the radiation source geometric configuration, caused
by possible destruction of the fuel rod claddings and
SNF spilling to the bottom of the sealed basket of the
storage cask.

2. SIMULATION OF THE RADIATION
SOURCE

The dose rate of the external radiation, generated
by γ-quanta or neutrons, is known to be determined,
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at a fixed activity of the radiation sources inside the
object, by geometric configuration of the radiating
object. The variation in the radiation flux on the

axis and at the base of the cylindrical non-absorbing
sources with a fixed total activity and varying height
of the cylinder is studied as an example (Fig.1).

Fig.1. Layout of the detectors on the cylindrical source with the height h and h2, (a) and (b), respectively

The radiation flux Iac(a, h) at the distance a
from the cylindrical non-absorbing source in the ax-
ial direction (the respective detector is indicated as
“det lid” in Fig.1,a) is determined by the integration
of point sources over the cylinder volume with height
h and radius R. This integral has the following form
[6]:

Iac(a, h) = ρsour ·
h∫

0

dz

R∫
0

2π , rdr

r2 + (z + a)2
, (1)

where ρsour is the density of the point radiation
sources in the cylinder. If the cylinder height de-
creases from h to h2 (see Fig.1,b) for fixed total ac-

tivity of the point radiation sources, then the ratio of
the radiation flux in the case of the cylinder height
h2 to that in the case of the cylinder height h is de-
termined by the following relation:

Ratac(h, h2) =
h · Iac(a+ h1h2)

h2 · Iac(a, h)
. (2)

The radiation flux Ira(b, h) at the distance b from
the surface of the cylindrical non-absorbing source
with height h and radius R in the radial direction at
the level of the cylinder base (the respective detector
is indicated as ”det side” in Fig.1,a) is determined by
the following expression[6]:

Irad(b, h) = ρsour ·
h∫

0

dz

R∫
0

2πrdr

r4 + 2r2 · (z2 − b2) + (z2 + b2)2
. (3)

If the cylinder height deceases from h to h2 (see
Fig.1,b) for the fixed total activity of the point ra-
diation sources, then the radiation flux for the case
of the cylinder height h2 to that in the case of the
cylinder height h can be calculated from the follow-
ing relation:

Ratrad(h, h2) =
h · Irad(b, h2)

h2 · Irad(b, h)
. (4)

The ventilated cask VSC-24, used for dry storage at
Zaporizhzhya NPP, has been upgraded and adapted
to the hexagonal SFAs of WWER-1000 reactors [7]
The parameters of this particular cask are used in the

present paper to study the changes in the external ra-
diation flux in case of possible destruction of the fuel
rod claddings. Structurally, the VSC-24 comprises a
concrete ventilated cask with a sealed cask basket,
loaded with twenty-four SFAs. The steel basket wall
with thickness of 2.5 and the 7.5 cm thick ferrule, as
well as the concrete body of the cask with the thick-
ness of 70 cm, in the aggregate serve as the radiation
shielding in the radial direction. The shielding in the
axial direction is provided by the steel structural and
force covers of the basket, the weather lid of the cask
with the total thickness of over 40 cm, as well as by
the neutron hydrogen-containing plate, made of
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RX-277 material, with the thickness of 5 cm.
The MCNP package [3] was used to calculate

the characteristics of radiation (γ-quanta and neu-
trons) outside the cask. Fig.2 presents the model
of VSC-24 cask, generated in MCNP, with the ra-
diation detectors arrangement taken into account.
The detector (see indicated as “Lid detector” in
Fig.2) is placed in the axial direction on the cask
weather lid. Radial detectors (see indicated as
”Side detector” in Fig.2) are placed in the radial
direction on the cask surface at different heights.

Fig.2. Visualization of the geometry model of VSC-
24 cask in section plane px = +0.0 cm, generated in
MCNP package

In the geometry model, shown in Fig.2, the air inlets
and outlets are filled with concrete to apply a con-
servative approach to determination of the changes
in the radiation characteristics. A model of the
cask with the ducts, through which cooling air en-
ters inside, is developed to determine the radiation
characteristics at the air inlets. Fig. 3 presents the
isometric projection of the VSC-24 cask model with
air ducts, which is generated in MCNP package. The
radiation detectors are placed at the air inlets.

SNF, as the source of radiation, is simulated by
twenty-four SFAs with heads and tails. It was shown
in [7] that, when simulating radiation from each
of the 24 SFAs for the VSC-24 WWER-1000 and
radiation from the homogenized SNF region, the cal-
culations results for the external radiation (for both
γ-quanta and neutrons) differ by only 2...3%. There-
fore, the radiation source from 24 SFAs is simulated
in the present paper in the form of a zone, in which
spent fuel is placed (fuel rods are zirconium shells
filled with uranium dioxide, decay products and ac-
tinides), as well as two zones with induced activity
caused by 60Co in steel heads and tails. That is why
the following two options are considered below. Op-

tion I: only fuel rod claddings are destroyed, without
destruction of the SFA supporting elements, with
further SNF spilling to the bottom of the storage
basket, so that the heads (indicated as TN in Fig.4)
remain in the upper position. Option II: the fuel rod
claddings are destroyed together with SFA bearing
elements, what is followed by SNF spilling to the
bottom of the storage basket and displacement of the
heads down (see indicated as TNII in Fig.4) from the
upper position. Since the temperature of the cen-
tral SFAs is higher [2], the probability of the fuel rod
cladding destruction in such assemblies is also higher.

Fig.3. Isometric view of the geometry model of
VSC-24 cask with air inlets, generated in MCNP
package

For options I and II, the possibility of the fuel rod
cladding destruction for both all 24 SFAs (SF24) and
for only 10 central SFAs (SF10) is considered. In the
latter case the SNF characteristics in the fourteen
SFAs (SF), located along the basket perimeter, are
assumed to remain unchanged. Fig.4 presents the
geometric layout of SFAs in the cask for the four
options mentioned above, generated in MCNP.

3. RADIATION SOURCES

The radiation source in the VSC-24 cask is SNF
with the initial fuel enrichment of 4.4%, burnup of
40.5 MWt×day/t·U after a three-year campaign in
the WWER-1000 reactor.
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Gamma radiation source. The main source of
γ-quanta from SNF is the primary gamma radiation
of fission products and long-lived actinides. The ad-
ditional gamma radiation is generated by 60Co, pro-

duced as a result of activation of the SFA steel ele-
ments containing 59Co, as well as by γ-quanta gen-
eration in (n, γ) reactions on fissile and non-fissile
elements of SNF and those of SFA.

Fig.4. Geometrical layout of SFAs in a cask for four options of destruction for both the fuel rod
claddings and SFA supporting elements, generated in MCNP

To determine the external radiation during stor-
age of SNF with the given parameters such as: enrich-
ment, fuel type, burnup level and exposure time, the
spectral composition of primary γ-quanta and neu-
trons is calculated. Such a calculation is carried out
using the SAS2H module of SCALE 5.1 package. In
such package the standard SCALE 18-group gamma
library is usually used, originally based on the OGRE
point-data library [10]. The obtained data are taken
as the source data when calculating the dose loads
outside the storage casks, commonly used, the Monte
Carlo method [11] in codes like MCNP or PHITS
[3, 4] . In our case, it is necessary to analyse the
change in the external radiation characteristics in dif-
ferent places of the cask body in dependence on the
SNF storage time. Therefore, the determination of
the primary characteristics of SNF radiation subject
to the storage time, with subsequent calculation of
external radiation, is inefficient.

Dry storage is applied, as a rule, to SNF with the
storage for more than three years. At such a stor-

age period, the activity of short-lived isotopes with
a relatively high energy of γ-quanta (more than 1
MeV) can already be neglected. In this case, the
main contribution to the dose rate outside the cask
is made by primary γ-quanta from the fission prod-
ucts of SNF [12]: 90Y(90Sr), 106Rh(106Ru), 134Cs,
137mBa(137Cs), 144Pr(144Ce), 154Eu, and also by the
induced activity of 60Co. The contributions of these
seven γ-emitters, having different half-lives, allow de-
termining the characteristics of photon radiation on
the outer surface of the cask radiation shielding sub-
ject to the storage time. Table 1 presents the basic
characteristics of these isotopes: half-lives Tiz, ener-
gies of γ-quanta, whose quantum yields are more than
5% of the total yield Yiz, and activity Aiz with the
storage time in the cooling pool at the reactor of three
years [9]. The contribution of γ-quanta from reac-
tions (n, γ) to the external radiation is much smaller
than that from the fission products and emitters with
induced activity [11].

Table 1. Characteristics of the main isotopes and quantum yields per 1 Bq

Isotope Tiz Eγ , MeV Yiz, yield/1 Bq Aizacti-
(year) (year/1 Bq>5% total) total(Eγ>0.2 MeV) vity, Bq/tU

60Co 5.27 1.17 (0.999); 1.33 (0.9998) 2
90Y(90Sr) 28.5 1.76(0.00016) 0.00016 3.26·1015

106Rh(106Ru) 1.009 0.51(0.207);0.62(0.106) 0.33 3.02·1015
134Cs 2.06 0.57(0.15);0.60(0.975);0.8(0.851) 2.224 2.73·1015

137mBa(137Cs) 30 0.662(0.9) 0.9 4.15·1015
144Pr(144Ce) 0.778 0.697(0.013);1.49(0.0028);2.19(0.0071) 0.0235 3.77·1015

154Eu 8.6 0.6(0.061);0.72(0.2);0.87(0.115);1.0(0.28);1.27(0.355) 1.22 3.86·1014
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Neutron source. The spontaneous fission of ac-
tinides contained in SNF is the main source of neu-
trons. The additional contribution is made by the
neutrons, produced as a result of the interaction of
γ-particles emitted by SNF actinides in the reaction
(α, n). Namely, the spontaneous fission of 244Cm
with half-life of 18.1 years is the main source of neu-
trons (about 97.4%). And also about 0.8% of neu-
trons are produced by 240Pu and 242Pu [13]. About
1.7% of neutrons are produced in the interaction of
α-particles, emitted by SNF actinides (mainly 238Pu,
238Pu, 244Cm), with the oxygen isotope 18O in the
reaction (18O (α,n) 21Ne). This oxygen isotope is
contained in SNF (uranium dioxide) in the amount
of about 0.2%. The spectrum of the neutrons pro-
duced by the spontaneous fission of actinides is sim-
ilar to that from the induced fission of 235U, and is
approximated by the following relation [14]:

N(E) =
2
√
E

πθ3
exp(−E/θ) , (5)

where E – energy, MeV, and θ – hardness parameter
equal to 1.33 MeV for 244Cm. The average energy of
these neutrons is approximately equal to 1.995 MeV.
The yield of neutrons from all the 24 spent fuel as-
semblies (SFA) loaded in the cask for the SNF with
burnup of 40.5 MW·day/t·U and 3-year storage is
about 3.76 ·109 neutron/s.

4. THE COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
FOR THE EXTERNAL RADIATION

CHARACTERISTICS

4.1. Neutrons
The radiation shieldings of the VSC-24 cask in the
radial and axial directions differ significantly for neu-
trons and γ-quanta. In the VSC-24 cask, the neu-
tron flux in the radial direction is significantly at-
tenuated by radiation shield of 70 cm thick concrete
wall. While the radiation shield in the vertical direc-
tion is much weaker: it is provided by steel lids and a
5 cm thick neutron absorbing layer. The neutron dose
rate (DRn) on the cask lateral surface is by the order
of magnitude lower than that produced by γ-quanta
(DRγ), where for VSC-24 DRn ≈ 0.8 mSv/h, and
DRγ ≈ 30 mSv/h. At the same time, on the surface
of the cask weather lid, DRn is several times higher
than DRγ DRn ≈ 82 mSv/h, and DRγ ≈ 19 mSv/h
[12]. This distinguishes the VSC-24 casks from the
metal ones with neutron shielding of the CASTOR
type, where DRn ≈ DRγ on the cask lateral surface.

When calculating in the MCNP package, the data
similar to those in [15] are used, the density of ho-
mogenized SNF is assumed to be 3.5 g/cm3. The
partial contribution of SNF elements, with taking
into account the presence of a distancing grid made
of steel, is considered to be equal to the following:
0.146 for zirconium, 0.523 for uranium, 0.073 for
oxygen, and 0.258 for iron. Fig.5 presents the spec-
trum of primary neutrons of 244Cm isotope (SpW
curve), the spectrum of neutrons leaving the SNF

zone (SurfSNF curve), and the neutron spectrum on
the VSC-24 weather lid (SurfLid curve) after passing
through the steel and neutron shields. The data,
presented in Fig.5, illustrate a significant decrease
in the energy of high-energy neutrons after passing
through the radiation shield.

Fig.5. Transformation of the spectrum of neutrons,
emitted by 244Cm (SpW), on the surface of SNF
zone (SurfSNF) and on the weather lid of VSC-24
(SurfLid)

The calculations of the neutron dose rate on the
weather lid and on the lateral surface are carried
out for a twofold change in the volume of the SNF
zone, so that the materials density in the SNF zone
varied from 3.5 to 7.0 g/cm3 with the fixed ele-
mental composition ratio. Fig.6 presents the ratios
of the dose rates on the weather lid (indicated as
“Lid detector”), produced by SNF without the de-
struction of the fuel rod claddings, to those in the
case of destroyed fuel rod claddings, indicated as
“DRdestr/DRnorm” for options I-24 (indicated by
triangles) and I-10 (indicated by rectangles), subject
to the degree of destruction. The DRdestr/DRnorm

ratios, determined only by change in the sources ge-
ometry according to the expression (2), are given
(solid GeoLid curves) for comparison. In fact, it is
the change in the geometry, i.e. the height of the en-
tire source, comprising 24 SFAs, that determines the
change in DRdestr/DRnorm ratio. When ten central
SFAs are destroyed, the configuration of the radiation
source attains the shape of a cup, in this case DRdestr

practically does not differ from DRnorm. (see Fig.6,
Option I-10). The magnitudes of DRdestr on the lat-
eral surface are practically the same as DRnorm for
Options I-24 and I-10. The ratios DRdestr/DRnorm

on the lateral surface, associated with the change in
the sources geometry, are shown by dotted curves
(indicated as GeoRad). The ratios DRdestr/DRnorm

in the air ducts of the cask are calculated for Op-
tions I-24 and I-10 with the source height change by
50% due to the fuel rod cladding destruction taken
into account. The ratios (DRdestr/DRnorm) for Op-
tions I-24 and I-10 are indicated by circles in Fig.6.
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Fig.6. Ratios of DRn in the case of the fuel rod
cladding destruction to the DRn in the case of
normal cladding vs degree of the fuel rod destruction

Thus, it follows from the data, shown in Fig. 6, that
the measurement of the DR, produced by neutrons
on the weather lid of the VSC-24 storage cask, is
reliable for determining the change in the height of
the SNF zone due to the possible destruction of the
fuel rod claddings of all 24 SFAs. When the fuel rod
claddings of only 10 central SFAs are destroyed, no
changes in the DRn are observed on the weather lid.
However, in this case the change in the DRn occurs
with a sufficient degree of certainty in the VSC-24
air ducts. Note, that the change in the SNF zone
configuration cannot be determined by measuring
the neutron flux on the VSC-24 lateral surface.

An exponential decrease in the DR with the tem-
poral scale corresponding to the half-life of 244Cm
of 18.1 years would be demonstrated in the case of
normal fuel rod cladding by periodical (1 or 2 times
a year) measurement of the dose rate produced by
neutrons on the weather lid of the VSC-24 cask. It
was shown in [16] that if the measured value of DR
differs from the value, which is expected on the basis
of the previous measurement, than it means that the
source geometric configuration has changed.

Fig.7 shows the types of the expected DR de-
pendences (on the weather lid and in the VSC-

24 air inlets on the SNF storage time under nor-
mal operation and at the fuel rod cladding de-
struction. When measuring DR once a year, it
is assumed that the measured DR magnitude for
the ninth year corresponds to the exponential de-
crease in the SNF neutron flux, and at the mea-
surement on the tenth year of storage a stepwise
decrease in DR on the weather lid and growth in
the VSC-24 air inlets are observed, what indicates
the change in the geometric SNF zone configuration.

Fig.7. The expected DR dependencies (in the
weather lid and in the VSC-24 air) inlets on the
SNF storage time under normal operation and at
the fuel rod cladding destruction

4.2. Gamma-quanta

The source of gamma-quanta, in contrast to that of
neutrons, has a number of specific features. Gamma-
quanta are emitted not only by the SNF zone, but
also by the heads and tails of SFAs due to the in-
duced activity. In this case, the external radiation
on the lateral surface of the cask is determined by
the SFAs located along the storage basket perimeter
[12]. Gamma-radiation, in contrast to the neutron
one, is determined by several isotopes with half-lives
from ∼ 0.8 to 30 years. Therefore, in the course of
SNF storage for several years or even tens of years,
the concentration of isotopes and, accordingly, their
contribution to the external radiation changes signif-
icantly.

Table 2. DR magnitudes in 3 detectors placed at different height of the cask lateral surface

Detector # # DRiz·1019, Sv/s 1γ 154Eu 134Cs 137Cs 144Pr 106Rh 90Y
Top det 1 24 SFA, normal 4.37 0.368 0.064 88.4 1.67 84.9

2 24 SFA, destroyed 0.12 0.012 0.002 1.9 0.04 1.8
3 10 SFA, destroyed 4.84 0.407 0.064 88.2 1.59 83.5

Middle det 4 24 SFA, normal 7.17 0.609 0.082 135.8 2.53 130
5 24 SFA, destroyed 3.93 0.386 0.063 74.4 1.62 72.2
6 10 SFA, destroyed 7.31 0.696 0.064 137 2.49 130.2

Bottom det 7 24 SFA, normal 1.53 0.128 0.019 32.3 0.45 28.7
8 24 SFA, destroyed 1.56 0.086 0.02 33.1 0.63 28.6
9 10 SFA, destroyed 1.46 0.129 0.004 32.7 0.56 29.6
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Table 3 presents the magnitudes of DR, produced
by 60Co isotope due to the induced activity in the
SFA heads, in two detectors placed on the weather
lid and at the top of the cask lateral surface. The
DR from the SFA heads in Middle det and Bottom
det detectors on the lateral surface is by 2...3 orders
of magnitude smaller than that in Top det. Lines 1
and 4 show the magnitudes of the DR, produced by
the heads of 24 normal SFAs. Lines 2 and 5 show
the magnitudes of DR produced by the heads of 24
SFAs, which are shifted together with the SNF shift,
Option II-24. Lines 3 and 5 show the magnitudes
of DR produced by the heads of 10 SFAs, which are
shifted together with their SNF shift while 14 SFAs
keep their initial position, Option II-10.

Table 3. Magnitudes of DR, produced by 60Co
isotope, in two detectors located on the weather lid

and at the top of the cask lateral surface

Detector No DRiz·1019, Sv/s 1γ 60Co
Top det 1 24 SFA, normal 8.5

2 24 SFA, destroyed 4.56
3 10 SFA, destroyed 4.78

Lid det 4 24 SFA, normal 542
5 24 SFA, destroyed 371
6 10 SFA, destroyed 535

The overall dose rate DRsum(T) at the moment T is
determined by the relation:

DRsum(T ) =

N∑
iz=1

Aiz ·DRiz ·Yiz exp(−0.693 ·T/Tiz) .

(6)
The analysis of the data in Tables 2 and 3 shows

that the change in the geometric characteristics of the
SNF region at the destruction of all 24 SFAs is deter-
mined most reliably by the ”Middle det” detector lo-
cated at half-height of the source, since the radiation
from the heads does not influence it. The readings
of this detector, calculated from the data in Table 2
and expression (6), show a decrease in DRsum to the
level of ∼ 0.6 from the normal one at the destruction
of all 24 SFAs for the period of SNF storage from 5
to 40 years. The DRsum on all the side detectors,
with possible destruction of 10 central SFAs (Option
I-10), practically does not change as compared to the
dose rate produced on the detectors under normal
operation. Note, that, when radiation from the SFA
heads (see 60Co, Table 3) is measured by the Lid det
detector, DRsum at the shift of 10 central SFA heads
(Option II-10) also practically does not change. How-
ever, when all 24 SFA heads or 10 central SFA heads
(Options II-24 and II-10) are shifted, the dose rates
on the Top det side detector (see 60Co, Table 3) are
approximately the same, despite the difference in the
geometry of the radiation sources.

On the basis of the data from Tables 1 and 2,
using relation (6), the contribution of different iso-
topes to the dose rate at the side detectors are
calculated subject to the SNF storage time. The
character of the DRsum dependence on the stor-

age time for different types of the fuel rod cladding
destruction is almost the same, and the contri-
butions of the individual isotopes change slightly,
as compared to those at normal operation. Fig.8
shows the contributions of the individual isotopes
to DRsum, measured by the ”Middle det” detector,
under normal operation subject to the storage time.

Fig.8. Contributions of individual isotopes to DR
sum vs the storage time

It follows from the data, presented in Fig.8, that only
after 5 years of SNF storage in the cooling pool at
the reactor [7], the contribution of relatively short-
lived isotopes 106Ru (106Rh), 134Cs, 144Ce (144Pr) to
the DRsum is still significant (58%) at the moment,
when the VSC-24 cask is put into storage. For the
storage time of 6 years, the contribution of these
isotopes is much smaller (it is already 45%). Fig.9
shows the dependences of DRsum on the storage
time for SNF of WWER-1000 reactors with bur-
nup of 40.5 MW·day/kg U, the initial concentra-
tion of isotopes at 3-year storage is given in Table 1.

Fig.9. DR produced by SNF neutrons and γ-quanta,
and also by SFA heads ( 60Co ) γ-quanta vs the stor-
age time, and their changes at the destruction of the
fuel rod claddings

It is assumed that in the period between the ninth
and tenth years of storage, the destruction of the
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fuel rod claddings occurs, which leads to a change
in the SNF zone geometry and to a stepwise change
in the dose rate on the cask surface. For compari-
son, Fig.9 shows the dependences of DR, produced
by SNF neutrons and γ-quanta of the SFA (60Co)
heads, and their changes at the destruction of the
fuel rod claddings.

5. CONCLUSIONS

For a non-absorbing cylindrical source, the depen-
dences of the dose rate at the specified distances in
the axial and radial directions are calculated subject
to the storage time, the total activity of the emitters
in the source volume being constant, with account
for possible decrease of the cylinder height caused
by the destruction of fuel rod claddings. Options of
changes in the SNF distribution in the basket at pos-
sible destruction of the fuel rod claddings, as well
as consequent changes in the radiation characteris-
tics, are considered for the casks VSC-24 prescribed
for SNF storage by dry method and used at Zapor-
izhzhya NPP. Simulation of two options for the SNF
distribution is performed in the MCNP package: first,
the height of the fuel area of all 24 SFAs in the basket
is reduced twice; second, the height of the fuel area of
10 central SFAs is reduced twice, while the height of
14 SFAs, located along the perimeter of the basket,
does not change.

The SNF radiation of neutrons and gamma
quanta on the weather lid and the lateral surface of
the cask is calculated. Actinoid 244Cm is considered
as the SNF radiation source of neutrons. And six
main long-lived isotopes: 90Y(90Sr), 106Rh(106Ru),
134Cs, 137mBa(137Cs), 144Pr(144Ce), 154Eu, – are
considered as the SNF radiation source of gamma
quanta. The radiation from the SFA heads, caused
by the induced activity of 60Co, is also taken into
account.

It is shown that due to the specific features of ra-
diation shield in the radial and axial directions, the
destruction of all 24 SFAs leads to a significant reduc-
tion in the dose rate of neutrons and γ-radiation from
60Co on the cask weather lid. This destruction also
causes notable reduction of γ-radiation from six SNF
isotopes at the mid-height of the cask lateral surface.
The destruction of 10 central SFAs does not lead to
any change in the DR on the cask surface, but can be
recorded by measuring the DR produced by neutrons
in the cask air ducts.

On balance, three methods of identification of the
fuel rod cladding destruction from the change in the
radiation of the SNF storage casks is proposed in
the present paper. First, a stepwise decrease in the
neutron dose rate, as compared to the calculated de-
crease (half-life of 244Cm being 18.1 years), measured
on the weather lid, indicates a change in the spatial
distribution of the radiation sources in the storage
basket. Second, a stepwise reduction in the measured
dose rate of g radiation on the weather lid (half-life
of 60Co being 5.27 years) also indicates the fuel rods
destruction. And the third, possible destruction of

the fuel rod claddings can be concluded from observ-
ing the difference between the temporal character of
the dose rate of g-radiation, measured on the lateral
surface, and that predicted for the case of normal
fuel rods (see Fig.9).
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ÈÄÅÍÒÈÔÈÊÀÖÈß ÐÀÇÐÓØÅÍÈß ÎÁÎËÎ×ÅÊ ÒÂÝËÎÂ ÏÎ ÈÇÌÅÍÅÍÈÞ
ÈÇËÓ×ÅÍÈß ÊÎÍÒÅÉÍÅÐÎÂ ÕÐÀÍÅÍÈß ÎßÒ

Â.Ã. Ðóäû÷åâ, Í.À. Àçàðåíêîâ, È.À. Ãèðêà, Å.Â. Ðóäû÷åâ

Äëÿ êîíòåéíåðîâ VSC-24, èñïîëüçóåìûõ ïðè õðàíåíèè ÎßÒ ñóõèì ìåòîäîì, ðàññìîòðåíû äâà âàðèàí-
òà èçìåíåíèÿ ðàñïðåäåëåíèÿ ÎßÒ âñëåäñòâèå âîçìîæíîãî ðàçðóøåíèÿ îáîëî÷åê ÒÂÝËîâ, âåäóùåãî ê
èçìåíåíèþ èçëó÷åíèÿ âíå êîíòåéíåðà. Àíàëèòè÷åñêèì è ÷èñëåííûì ìîäåëèðîâàíèåì â ïàêåòå MCNP
èññëåäîâàíî âëèÿíèå óìåíüøåíèÿ âûñîòû âñëåäñòâèå ðàçðóøåíèÿ ÒÂÝËîâ âñåõ 24 ÎÒÂÑ è 10 öåí-
òðàëüíûõ ÎÒÂÑ íà âíåøíåå èçëó÷åíèå. Ïîêàçàíî, ÷òî ðàçðóøåíèå 24 ÎÒÂÑ ïðèâîäèò ê çíà÷èòåëüíûì
óìåíüøåíèÿì ìîùíîñòè äîçû íåéòðîíîâ è γ-èçëó÷åíèÿ îò 60Co íà ïîãîäíîé êðûøêå êîíòåéíåðà, à äëÿ
γ-èçëó÷åíèÿ îò èçîòîïîâ ÎßÒ � íà ñåðåäèíå âûñîòû áîêîâîé ïîâåðõíîñòè êîíòåéíåðà. Ðàçðóøåíèå 10
öåíòðàëüíûõ ÎÒÂÑ îïðåäåëÿåòñÿ òîëüêî èçìåíåíèåì èçëó÷åíèÿ íåéòðîíîâ â âîçäóõîçàáîðíèêå êîí-
òåéíåðà.

IÄÅÍÒÈÔIÊÀÖIß ÐÓÉÍÓÂÀÍÍß ÎÁÎËÎÍÎÊ ÒÂÅËIÂ ÇÀ ÇÌIÍÎÞ
ÂÈÏÐÎÌIÍÞÂÀÍÍß ÊÎÍÒÅÉÍÅÐIÂ ÇÁÅÐIÃÀÍÍß ÂßÏ

Â.Ã. Ðóäè÷åâ, Ì.Î. Àçàð¹íêîâ, I.Î. Ãiðêà, �.Â. Ðóäè÷åâ

Äëÿ êîíòåéíåðiâ VSC-24, ÿêi âèêîðèñòîâóþòü äëÿ çáåðiãàííÿ ÂßÏ ñóõèì ìåòîäîì, ðîçãëÿíóòî äâà
âàðiàíòè çìiíè ðîçïîäiëó ÂßÏ âíàñëiäîê ìîæëèâîãî ðóéíóâàííÿ îáîëîíîê ÒÂÅËiâ, ùî ñïðè÷èíÿ¹
çìiíó âèïðîìiíþâàííÿ ïîçà êîíòåéíåðîì. Àíàëiòè÷íèì òà ÷èñåëüíèì ìîäåëþâàííÿì ó ïàêåòi MCNP
äîñëiäæåíî âïëèâ çìåíøåííÿ âèñîòè âíàñëiäîê ðóéíóâàííÿ ÒÂÅËiâ âñiõ 24 ÂÒÂÇ òà 10 öåíòðàëüíèõ
ÂÒÂÇ íà çîâíiøí¹ âèïðîìiíþâàííÿ. Ïîêàçàíî, ùî ðóéíóâàííÿ 24 ÂÒÂÇ ñïðè÷èíÿ¹ çíà÷íå çìåíøåííÿ
(ñòðèáîê) ïîòóæíîñòi äîçè íåéòðîíiâ i γ-âèïðîìiíþâàííÿ âiä 60Co íà ïîãîäíié êðèøöi êîíòåéíåðà, à
äëÿ γ-âèïðîìiíþâàííÿ âiä içîòîïiâ ÂßÏ � íà ñåðåäèíi âèñîòè ái÷íî¨ ïîâåðõíi êîíòåéíåðà. Ðóéíóâàííÿ
10 öåíòðàëüíèõ ÂÒÂÇ âèçíà÷à¹òüñÿ ëèøå ç âèïðîìiíþâàííÿ íåéòðîíiâ ó ïîâiòðîçàáiðíèêó êîíòåéíåðà.
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